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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Organization of the class



Content of classes and schedule



I



Sigaud: machine learning: reinforcement learning and regression



I



Guigon: computational neurosciences of motor control



I



Khamassi and Girard: computational neurosciences of decision making



I



Evaluation: 50%: Paper synthesis (infos from Emmanuel Guigon), 50%: Lab evaluations



I



Labs: (3 labs, 1/3 each) related to Sigaud’s classes
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Introduction



Action selection/planning



I



Learning by trial-and-error (main model: Reinforcement Learning)
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Introduction



Introductory books



1. [?]: the ultimate introduction to the field, in the discrete case 2. [?]: in french 3. [?]: (improved) translation of 2 4 / 47
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Supervised learning



I I I I



The supervisor indicates to the agent the expected answer The agent corrects a model based on the answer Typical mechanism: gradient backpropagation, RLS Applications: classification, regression, function approximation 5 / 47



Reinforcement Learning: the basics Introduction Different learning mechanisms



Self-supervised learning



I



When an agent learns to predict, it proposes its prediction



I



The environment provides the correct answer: next state



I



Supervised learning without a supervisor



I



Difficult to distinguish from associative learning 6 / 47
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Cost-Sensitive Learning



I



The environment provides the value of action (reward, penalty)



I



Application: behaviour optimization 7 / 47
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Reinforcement learning



I



In RL, the value signal is given as a scalar



I



How good is -10.45?



I



Necessity of exploration 8 / 47
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The exploration/exploitation trade-off



I I I I I



Exploring can be (very) harmful Shall I exploit what I know or look for a better policy? Am I optimal? Shall I keep exploring or stop? Decrease the rate of exploration along time -greedy: take the best action most of the time, and a random action from time to time 9 / 47
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Different mechanisms: reminder



I



Supervised learning: for a given input, the learner gets as feedback the output it should have given



I



Reinforcement learning: for a given input, the learner gets as feedback a scalar representing the immediate value of its output



I



Unsupervised learning: for a given input, the learner gets no feedback: it just extracts correlations



I



Note: the self-supervised learning case is hard to distinguish from the unsupervised learning case
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Outline



I



Goals of this class:



I



Present the basics of discrete RL and dynamic programming



I



Content:



I



Dynamic programming



I



Model-free Reinforcement Learning



I



Actor-critic approach



I



Model-based Reinforcement Learning
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Dynamic programming



Markov Decision Processes



I



S: states space



I



A: action space



I



T : S × A → Π(S): transition function



I



r : S × A → IR: reward function



I



An MDP defines s t+1 and r t+1 as f (st , at )



I



It describes a problem, not a solution



I



Markov property : p(s t+1 |s t , at ) = p(s t+1 |s t , at , s t−1 , at−1 , ...s 0 , a0 )



I



Reactive agents at+1 = f (st ), without internal states nor memory



I



In an MDP, a memory of the past does not provide any useful advantage 12 / 47
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Markov property: Limitations



I



Markov property is not verified if: I I I



the state does not contain all useful information to take decisions or if the next depends on decisions of several agents ou if transitions depend on time 13 / 47
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Example: tic-tac-toe



I



The state is not always a location



I



The opponents is seen as part of the environment (might be stochastic)
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Dynamic programming



A stochastic problem



I I



Deterministic problem = special case of stochastic T (s t , at , s t+1 ) = p(s 0 |s, a) 15 / 47
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A stochastic policy



I



For any MDP, there exists a deterministic policy that is optimal 16 / 47
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Rewards over a Markov chain: on states or action?



I



Reward over states



I



Reward over actions in states



I



Below, we assume the latter (we note r (s, a))
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Policy and value functions



I



Goal: find a policy π : S → A maximising the agregation of reward on the long run



I



The value function V π : S → IR records the agregation of reward on the long run for each state (following policy π). It is a vector with one entry per state



I



The action value function Q π : S × A → IR records the agregation of reward on the long run for doing each action in each state (and then following policy π). It is a matrix with one entry per state and per action



I



In the remainder, we focus on V , trivial to transpose to Q 18 / 47
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Agregation criteria



I



The computation of value functions assumes the choice of an agregation criterion (discounted, average, etc.)



I



Mere sum (finite horizon): V π (S0 ) = r0 + r1 + r2 + . . . + rN



I



Equivalent: average over horizon
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Dynamic programming



Agregation criteria



I



The computation of value functions assumes the choice of an agregation criterion (discounted, average, etc.)



I



Average criterion on a window: V π (S0 ) =



r0 +r1 +r2 ... 3
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Dynamic programming



Agregation criteria I



The computation of value functions assumes the choice of an agregation criterion (discounted, average, etc.)



I



Discounted criterion: V π (st0 ) =



I



γ ∈ [0, 1]: discount factor I I



I



P∞



t=t0



γ t r (st , π(st ))



if γ = 0, sensitive only to immediate reward if γ = 1, future rewards are as important as immediate rewards



The discounted case is the most used
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Bellman equation over a Markov chain: recursion



I



Given the discounted reward agregation criterion:



I



V (s0 ) = r0 + γV (s1 )
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Dynamic programming



Bellman equation: general case



I



I



Generalisation of the recusion V (s0 ) = r0 + γV (s1 ) over all possible trajectories Deterministic π: X V π (s) = r (s, π(s)) + γ p(s 0 |s, π(s))V π (s 0 ) s0 21 / 47



Reinforcement Learning: the basics Dynamic programming



Bellman equation: general case



I



I



Generalisation of the recusion V (s0 ) = r0 + γV (s1 ) over all possible trajectories Stochastic π: X X V π (s) = π(s, a)[r (s, a) + γ p(s 0 |s, a)V π (s 0 )] a



s0 21 / 47
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Bellman operator and dynamic programming I I



We get V π (s) = r (s, π(s)) + γ



P



s0



p(s 0 |s, π(s))V π (s 0 ) π



We call Bellman operator (noted T ) the application X p(s 0 |s, π(s)) V π (s) ← r (s, π(s)) + γ s0



I



We call Bellman optimality operator (noted T ∗ ) the application h X V π (s) ← max r (s, a) + γ p(s 0 |s, a)V (s 0 )] a∈A



s0



I



The optimal value function is a fixed-point of the Bellman optimality operator T ∗ : V ∗ = T ∗ V ∗



I



Value iteration: Vi+1 ← T ∗ Vi



I



π Policy Iteration: policy evaluation (with Vi+1 ← T π Viπ ) + policy improvement with P ∀s ∈ S, π 0 (s) ← arg maxa∈A s 0 p(s 0 |s, a)[r (s, a) + γV π (s 0 )] 22 / 47
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Value Iteration in practice
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R
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Value Iteration in practice
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Value Iteration in practice



0.0
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R



h X ∀s ∈ S, Vi+1 (s) ← max r (s, a) + γ p(s 0 |s, a)Vi (s 0 )] a∈A



s0
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Value Iteration in practice
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R



h X ∀s ∈ S, Vi+1 (s) ← max r (s, a) + γ p(s 0 |s, a)Vi (s 0 )] a∈A



s0
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Value Iteration in practice



h X π ∗ (s) = arg max r (s, a) + γ p(s 0 |s, a)V ∗ (s 0 )] a∈A



s0
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Dynamic programming



Policy Iteration in practice



∀s ∈ S, Vi (s) ← evaluate(πi (s))
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Policy Iteration in practice



∀s ∈ S, πi+1 (s) ← improve(πi (s), Vi (s))
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Policy Iteration in practice



∀s ∈ S, πi+1 (s) ← improve(πi (s), Vi (s))
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Dynamic programming



Families of methods



I



Critic : (action) value function → evaluation of the policy



I



Actor: the policy itself



I



Value iteration is a “pure critic” method: it iterates on the value function up to convergence without storing policy, then computes optimal policy



I



Policy iteration is implemented as an “actor-critic” method, updating in parallel one structure for the actor and one for the critic



I



In the continuous case, there are “pure actor” methods
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Reinforcement learning



I



In DP (planning), T and r are given



I



Reinforcement learning goal: build π ∗ without knowing T and r



I



Model-free approach: build π ∗ without estimating T nor r



I



Actor-critic approach: special case of model-free



I



Model-based approach: build a model of T and r and use it to improve the policy
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Model-free Reinforcement learning Temporal difference methods



Incremental estimation I



Estimating the average immediate (stochastic) reward in a state s



I



Ek (s) = (r1 + r2 + ... + rk )/k



I



Ek+1 (s) = (r1 + r2 + ... + rk + rk+1 )/(k + 1)



I



Thus Ek+1 (s) = k/(k + 1)Ek (s) + rk+1 /(k + 1)



I



Or Ek+1 (s) = (k + 1)/(k + 1)Ek (s) − Ek (s)/(k + 1) + rk+1 /(k + 1)



I



Or Ek+1 (s) = Ek (s) + 1/(k + 1)[rk+1 − Ek (s)]



I



Still needs to store k



I



Can be approximated as Ek+1 (s) = Ek (s) + α[rk+1 − Ek (s)]



(1)



I



Converges to the true average (slower or faster depending on α) without storing anything



I



Equation (1) is everywhere in reinforcement learning
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Model-free Reinforcement learning Temporal difference methods



Temporal Difference error



I



The goal of TD methods is to estimate the value function V (s)



I



If estimations V (st ) and V (st+1 ) were exact, we would get:



I



V (st ) = rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ 2 rt+3 + γ 3 rt+4 + ...



I



V (st+1 ) = rt+2 + γ(rt+3 + γ 2 rt+4 + ...



I



Thus V (st ) = rt+1 + γV (st+1 )



I



δk = rk+1 + γV (sk+1 ) − V (sk ): measures the error between current values of V and the values they should have
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Model-free Reinforcement learning Temporal difference methods



Monte Carlo methods



I



Much used in games (Go...) to evaluate a state



I



Generate a lot of trajectories: s0 , s1 , . . . , sN with observed rewards r0 , r1 , . . . , rN



I



Update state values V (sk ), k = 0, . . . , N − 1 with: V (sk ) ← V (sk ) + α(sk )(rk + rk+1 + · · · + rN − V (sk ))



I



It uses the average estimation method (1)
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Temporal Difference (TD) Methods



I



Temporal Difference (TD) methods combine the properties of DP methods and Monte Carlo methods:



I



in Monte Carlo, T and r are unknown, but the value update is global, trajectories are needed



I



in DP, T and r are known, but the value update is local



I



TD: as in DP, V (st ) is updated locally given an estimate of V (st+1 ) and T and r are unknown



I



Note: Monte Carlo can be reformulated incrementally using the temporal difference δk update
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Model-free Reinforcement learning Temporal difference methods



Policy evaluation: TD(0)



I



Given a policy π, the agent performs a sequence s0 , a0 , r1 , · · · , st , at , rt+1 , st+1 , at+1 , · · ·



I



V (st ) ← V (st ) + α[rt+1 + γV (st+1 ) − V (st )]



I



Combines the TD update (propagation from V (st+1 ) to V (st )) from DP and the incremental estimation method from Monte Carlo



I



Updates are local from st , st+1 and rt+1



I



Proof of convergence: [?]
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Model-free Reinforcement learning Temporal difference methods



TD(0): limitation



I



TD(0) evaluates V (s)



I



One cannot infer π(s) from V (s) without knowing T : one must know which a leads to the best V (s 0 ) Three solutions:



I



I I I



Work with Q(s, a) rather than V (s). Learn a model of T : model-based (or indirect) reinforcement learning Actor-critic methods (simultaneously learn V and update π)
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Value function and Action Value function



I



The value function V π : S → IR records the agregation of reward on the long run for each state (following policy π). It is a vector with one entry per state



I



The action value function Q π : S × A → IR records the agregation of reward on the long run for doing each action in each state (and then following policy π). It is a matrix with one entry per state and per action
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Sarsa



I



Reminder (TD):V (st ) ← V (st ) + α[rt+1 + γV (st+1 ) − V (st )]



I



Sarsa: For each observed (st , at , rt+1 , st+1 , at+1 ): Q(st , at ) ← Q(st , at ) + α[rt+1 + γQ(st+1 , at+1 ) − Q(st , at )]



I



Policy: perform exploration (e.g. -greedy)



I



One must know the action at+1 , thus constrains exploration



I



On-policy method: more complex convergence proof [?]
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Q-Learning



I



For each observed (st , at , rt+1 , st+1 ): Q(st , at ) ← Q(st , at ) + α[rt+1 + γ max Q(st+1 , a) − Q(st , at )] a∈A



I



maxa∈A Q(st+1 , a) instead of Q(st+1 , at+1 )



I



Off-policy method: no more need to know at+1 [?]



I



Policy: perform exploration (e.g. -greedy)



I



Convergence proved provided infinite exploration [?]
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Model-free Reinforcement learning Action Value Function Approaches



Q-Learning in practice



(Q-learning: the movie) I



Build a states×actions table (Q-Table, eventually incremental)



I



Initialise it (randomly or with 0 is not a good choice)



I



Apply update equation after each action



I



Problem: it is (very) slow
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Reinforcement Learning: the basics Model-free Reinforcement learning Actor-Critic approaches



From Q(s, a) to Actor-Critic (1)



state / action



e0 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5



a0 0.66 0.73 0.73 0.81 0.81 0.9



a1 0.88 0.63 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0



a2 0.81 0.9 0.95 1.0 0.81 0.0



a3 0.73 0.43 0.73 0.81 0.9 0.9



I



In Q − learning , given a Q − Table, one must determine the max at each step



I



This becomes expensive if there are numerous actions
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From Q(s, a) to Actor-Critic (2)



state / action



e0 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5



a0 0.66 0.73 0.73 0.81 0.81 0.9



a1 0.88* 0.63 0.9 0.9 1.0* 1.0*



a2 0.81 0.9* 0.95* 1.0* 0.81 0.0



a3 0.73 0.43 0.73 0.81 0.9 0.9



I



One can store the best value for each state



I



Then one can update the max by just comparing the changed value and the max



I



No more maximum over actions (only in one case)
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From Q(s, a) to Actor-Critic (3)



state / action



e0 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5



a0 0.66 0.73 0.73 0.81 0.81 0.9



a1 0.88* 0.63 0.9 0.9 1.0* 1.0*



a2 0.81 0.9* 0.95* 1.0* 0.81 0.0



a3 0.73 0.43 0.73 0.81 0.9 0.9



state e0 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5



chosen action a1 a2 a2 a2 a1 a1



I



Storing the max is equivalent to storing the policy



I



Update the policy as a function of value updates



I



Basic actor-critic scheme
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Dynamic Programming and Actor-Critic (1)



I



In both PI and AC, the architecture contains a representation of the value function (the critic) and the policy (the actor)



I



In PI, the MDP (T and r ) is known PI alternates two stages:



I



1. Policy evaluation: update (V (s)) or (Q(s, a)) given the current policy 2. Policy improvement: follow the value gradient
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Dynamic Programming and Actor-Critic (2)



I



In AC, T and r are unknown and not represented (model-free)



I



Information from the environment generates updates in the critic, then in the actor 41 / 47
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Naive design



I I I I I I



Discrete states and actions, stochastic policy An update in the critic generates a local update in the actor Critic: compute δ and update V (s) with Vk (s) ← Vk (s) + αk δk Actor: P π (a|s) = P π (a|s) + αk 0δk NB: no need for a max over actions NB2: one must then know how to “draw” an action from a probabilistic policy (not obvious for continuous actions) 42 / 47
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Eligibility traces I



To improve over Q-learning



I



Naive approach: store all (s, a) pair and back-propagate values



I



Limited to finite horizon trajectories



I



Speed/memory trade-off



I



TD(λ), sarsa (λ) and Q(λ): more sophisticated approach to deal with infinite horizon trajectories



I



A variable e(s) is decayed with a factor λ after s was visited and reinitialized each time s is visited again



I



TD(λ): V (s) ← V (s) + αδe(s), (similar for sarsa (λ) and Q(λ)),



I



If λ = 0, e(s) goes to 0 immediately, thus we get TD(0), sarsa or Q-learning



I



TD(1) = Monte-Carlo...
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Model-based Reinforcement Learning



I



I I



General idea: planning with a learnt model of T and r is performing back-ups “in the agent’s head” ([?, ?]) Learning T and r is an incremental self-supervised learning problem Several approaches: I I I I



Draw random transition in the model and apply TD back-up Use Policy Iteration (Dyna-PI) or Q-learning (Dyna-Q) to get V ∗ or Q ∗ Dyna-AC also exists Better propagation: Prioritized Sweeping [?, ?] 44 / 47
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Dyna architecture and generalization



(Dyna-like video (good model)) (Dyna-like video (bad model)) I



Thanks to the model of transitions, Dyna can propagate values more often



I



Problem: in the stochastic case, the model of transitions is in card(S) × card(S) × card(A)



I



Usefulness of compact models



I



MACS [?]: Dyna with generalisation (Learning Classifier Systems)



I



SPITI [?]: Dyna with generalisation (Factored MDPs)
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Messages



I



Dynamic programming and reinforcement learning methods can be split into pure actor, pure critic and actor-critic methods



I



Dynamic programming, value iteration, policy iteration are when you know the transition and reward functions



I



Model-free RL is based on TD-error



I



Actor critic RL is a model-free, PI-like algorithm



I



Model-based RL combines dynamic programming and model learning



I



The continuous case is more complicated
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Any question?
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